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The Eighteenth Dynasty included 
Hatshepsut, Akhenaten, Thutmose III, and 
Tutankhamun. Hatshepsut ruled longer than 
any other woman of Egypt. Reigning for 22
years, she established trade networks, 
increased wealth, and maintained peace.

King Tut, or Tutankhamun, only served as 
king for ten years. He became king at age 9 
and died when he was 19 years old. Tut is 
most famous for his intact tomb filled with 
treasures. Howard Carter discovered the 
tomb in 1922 on an expedition in Egypt. 

Amenhotep III ruled for 39 years and 
was very well known because of the wealth, 
power, and peace he brought to Egypt. Egypt 
was at its best during his time as pharaoh. 

Thutmose III ruled for 54 years and 
greatly expanded the Egyptian empire. His 
military skills were put to test at the Battle of 
Megiddo, where he led a surprise attack which 
resul ted in victory.
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Example: 3-7 = M
Example: 1-4 = R

Before the New Kingdom, and after the 
Middle Kingdom, Ancient Egypt went through a 
time called the Second Intermediate Period. 
During this time, northern Egypt was ruled by 
foreigners known as the Hyksos. 

In 1540 BC, a 10 year old boy by the name 
of Ahmose I became king of Lower Egypt. He 
was the fi rst ruler of the New Kingdom and 
was able to defeat the Hyksos and bring 
Egypt back together under one rule, thus 
beginning the New Kingdom. 

The New Kingdom brought on many 
conquests of new land. Egyptians began 
trading with other nations, expanding further 
than they had before. They also discovered 
gold mines in one of the areas they 
conquered, known as Nubia. They were able 
to use the gold to buy things from others and 
it led them to become a wealthy civili zation. 
The cul tural center of the Egyptian Empire 
was the city of Thebes. such as Nubia, as well 
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Because of the weal th they had, the 
pharaohs buil t many temples. Temples 
honored the gods of Ancient Egypt. They 
believed in many gods, each one having a 
special purpose such as the god of the sky 
Horus, or Thoth, the god of wisdom. Some 
temples were also buil t by the pharaohs to 
honor themselves as gods. Some of the most 
famous temples include the Temple of Luxor, 
Temple of Karnak, and the Temple of 
Hatshepsut. Pharaohs in Ancient Egypt were 
the only people allowed to wear a headdress 
with the uraeus, or cobra, on it.

The government of Ancient Egypt was 
controlled by the pharaohs. They also 
controlled the religion since government and 
religion were tied together. Directly under the 
pharaoh was the vi zier, followed by the 
governors known as nomarchs. Nomarchs 
ruled areas of land called nomes. A nome 
was similar to a state.

Decoder 



7.

Thutmose III was known…

Ramses the Great fought the Hittites in…

In Thebes, the…
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R e a d i n g  4

R e a d i n g  5

R e a d i n g  6

8.Who worked directly 
under the pharaoh?

A. Vi zier
B. Nomarch
C. Scribe
D. Samurai

A. Ra
B. Horus
C. Thoth
D. Osiris

Who was the god of the 
sky?

9. 10.

11. 12.

What means ‘the worship 
of many gods’?

How long did the Amarna 
period of Akhenaten last?

A. Monotheistic
B. Anarchy
C. Polytheistic
D. Megiddo

A. 4 years
B. 16 years
C. 28 years
D. 40 years

A. Ramesses XI 
B. Thutmose IV
C. Akhenaten VII
D. Amenhotep III

A. Fi rst
B. Second
C. Third
D. Fourth

Who was the last 
pharaoh to rule in the 
New Kingdom?

The ___ Intermediate 
Period followed the New 
Kingdom. 

Answer the final two 
questions based on the 
puzzles you decoded.

How many tombs 
are in the Valley 
of Kings?

Temple of Luxor 
was built

143231  214114141331

4352  12411 1315432

Where was the 
Temple of Luxor?
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